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ABSTRACT 
 

Breast cancer is the most prevalent form of cancer among women in the world and its incidence is increasing in 
Iranian women. According to the literature, breast cancer is the second leading cause of cancer deaths in women, 
therefore it is considered as an important medical and social issue. Early detection of breast cancer, will lead to 
easier and more effective treatment, therefore with timely diagnosis and treatment, this fatal disease will become a 
treatable disease. The underlying theory here is that early diagnosis and treatment of the disease will reduce 
complications and costs and improve the prognosis of the disease. Attempts to the early detection of this type of 
cancer have led to the use of a variety of screening programs. In recent years, screening methods such as 
mammography and ultrasound have improved the survival of patients with early detection of breast cancer. 
Mammography is the standard method to screening of breast cancer, but in cases where breast tissue density is 
high in mammography, it is advisable to evaluate patients with other imaging modalities, such as ultrasound. 
However, the sensitivity and specificity of mammography and sonography are varying across different studies. 
Combined imaging methods can provide supplementary information to improve staging and therapy planning. In 
this review article we summarize imaging technologies such as mammography and ultrasonography as well as 
their applications for the management of breast cancer patients. Because it seems that one of the ways to prevent 
the complications of breast cancer is timely diagnosis and treatment of this disease. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Breast cancer, as the most common malignant disease in 
women worldwide, accounts for 24.2% of all new cancer 
cases, and accounts for 15% of all cancer-related deaths 
among women1. In 2018, approximately 2.1million new 
breast cancer case and 626,679 death were reported2. In 
Iran, breast cancer is the most common cancer in women 
with the incidence of crude and standardized age of 17.4 
and 21.3 per 100,000 respectively3. The age of breast 
cancer in Iranian women is 10 years lower than in western 
women, due to the higher density of breast tissue in Iranian 
women than other races4,5. Early detection of this cancer 
will lead to easier and more effective treatment. Therefore, 
this fatal disease will become a treatable disease with 
timely diagnosis and treatment. In developing countries, 
due to lack of training and facilities, more than 30 to 80 
percent of patients cannot be diagnosed in early stage, but 
in industrialized countries 50% of breast cancer are 
diagnosed when they are still limited and have not spread. 
Surveys show that the survival rate of women with early 
detection of breast cancer is 90%, however, this rate is 
reduced by 60% for women with the developed disease6. 
Early detection of breast cancer, when it is most treatable 
is the key factor in the reduction of mortality and cancer 
management costs. Over the years, despite the use of 
aggressive therapies, the mortality rate remains high; 
therefore further studies are needed to develop new 
approaches to cancer management7,8. Imaging 
technologies are the first step in the diagnostic of this 
disease to decrease mortality. Medical imaging brings 
many advantages including real time monitoring, without 
tissue destruction and minimal-invasive procedure7. 
Literature review showed that imaging through screening 
and symptomatic disease management plays an important 
role in cancer management (Figure 1). Mammography and 

ultrasonography of the breast are used as routine imaging 
technologies in detection of breast cancer throughout the 
world. 

One of the imaging techniques using in the 
management of breast cancer is mammography. 
Mammography, the standard method of breast cancer 
screening, has the ability to detect breast cancer in early 
stage2. However, the sensitivity of this imaging technique is 
low in cases with high breast tissue density10.  Increased 
breast tissue density in mammography is one of the causes 
of false negative in mammography due to various causes 
such as fibrocystic changes11. Due to the increase in false-
negative mammograms in patients with dense breast 
tissue, it is recommended that additional screening 
methods be used to screen these patients. Ultrasound is an 
ideal complementary method, because of its availability 
and cheapness. Breast tissue is usually denser in younger 
women12. This dense texture in mammography often 
appears as a solid white area so it will be difficult to see. In 
these cases, the use of ultrasound will be an appropriate 
method to better viewing of the desired tissue13. A study in 
2008 reported that adding a screening ultrasound to 
mammography will yield an additional 1.1 to 7.2 cancers 
per 1000 high-risk women, but it will also substantially 
increase the number of false positives14.  

We performed the literature review within the PubMed 
database using the keywords: “breast, cancer, 
mammography, ultrasound, with dates from 2000 to 2019. 
This paper begins by describing commonly used breast 
cancer detection techniques such as mammography and 
ultrasonography. We then provide an overview on the 
performance of combined screening method to early breast 
cancer detection. 
Mammography: The goal of breast mammography is to 

detect cancer earlier, when the treat is more likely. 
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Mammography screening uses X‑ray imaging to find breast 

cancer before a lump can be felt. [15] Mammography has no 
enough sensitivity in imaging young compact breasts 
because the encompassing fibro glandular tissue 
decreases the manifestation of lesions. [7] Full field digital 
mammography is one of the helpful digital imaging systems 
that offer several privileges over film-based techniques for 
breast screening. These include lower dose, improved 
sensitivity for dense breasts, increased dynamic range, 
computer-aided detection/diagnosis, softcopy review, 
digital archiving, telemedicine, tomosynthesis, 3-D 
visualization techniques and reduction in breast 
compression pressure9. Overlapping and obscuring 
malignancies by normal structures like glandular tissue in 
the breast, particularly those placed deep in the breast is a 
potential constraint of 2D mammograms7. This can result in 
cancers being skipped in the scan. Combining 
tomosynthesis with digital mammography can result in 
lower false negatives and increase true positives16. The 
use of 3D X-ray systems with tomosynthesis can reduce 
breast compression9. Contrast-enhanced mammography, is 
an investigational technique that uses iodinated contrast 
agents. This investigational technique is based on the 
principle that quick growth of tumors requires enhanced 
blood reserve through angiogenesis. If the compression 
device is not activated, contrast needs to be administered. 
Angiogenesis regions will cause an accumulation of the 
contrast agent17. Tomosynthesis combined with contrast-
enhanced mammography is an imaging contrast 
distribution technique in breast tissue. Therefore, may offer 
advantages in detecting primary and secondary lesions as 
well as the possibility to monitor therapy17,18. Dual energy 
contrast mammography could improve detectability of 
breast lesions at lower radiation doses than non-contrast 
enhanced mammography but it is needs to be evaluated 
versus contrast enhanced MRI19. This technique has some 
advantages such as remove the structural noise, and 
contrast media, then enhance the region surrounding the 
tumor and increase the detectability of the lesions20.  
Computer-aided detection (CAD) is used to enhance lesion 
detection efficiency especially in locations where obtaining 
a second reading is difficult21. CAD has an advantage in 
identifying microcalcifications but less so for breast 
masses. The CAD has great sensitivity for breast cancer 
detection on initially and short-term follow-up digital 
mammograms. Reproducibility for true positive CAD marks 
is significantly higher than for false positive CAD marks22.  

Despite the advantages mentioned for mammography 
imaging methods, the results of various studies are 
inconsistent. A mega-scale study composed of 231,221 
mammograms have indicated that CAD enhances the 
efficiency of a single reader, yielding increased sensitivity 
just with a little increment in recall rate23. In a study aimed 
screening for breast cancer with mammography, eight trials 
included 600,000 women in the analyses in the age range 
39 to 74 years were investigated. [15] Results of this study 
showed that three trials did not show a statistically 
significant reduction in breast cancer mortality at 13 years; 
four trials showed a significant reduction in breast cancer 
mortality. Above results showed that breast cancer 
mortality was an unreliable outcome that was biased in 
favor of screening, mainly because of differential 
misclassification of cause of death. The trials with adequate 

randomization did not find an effect of screening on total 
cancer mortality15. 

Ultrasonography combined with mammography: 

Ultrasonography can investigate the orientation, 
morphology, internal structure and margins of lesions from 
multiple planes with high resolution both in predominantly 
fatty breasts and dense24. Some of the ultrasound 
techniques are the ultrasound elastography, contrast–
enhanced ultrasound, 3-D ultrasound, computer-aided 
detection of breast cancer, and automatic breast-volume 
scanning. Elastic Sonography is a routine tool in ultrasonic 
detect which have different types and in general this 
technique could measure the consistency or hardness of 
the tissues non-invasively in order to differentiation benign 
from malignant breast lesions25. Contrast-enhanced 
ultrasound is used in clinical research to reveals the 
vascular structure, which is useful for differentiative 
between benign and malignant lesions and follow-up after 
local treatment26. This technique uses intravenously 
injected gas microbubbles to improvement backscattering 
from the vasculature27. 3D ultrasound which allows the 
calculation of the volume can provide new perspectives in 
the field of breast ultrasonography28,29. Computer-aided 
diagnosis is use in order to help readers in breast cancer 
detection and classification. It consists of four stages 
including preprocessing, segmentation, feature extraction 
and selection, and classification that may be used as a 
second reader to improve the radiologists’ accuracy in 
distinguishing malignant from benign lesions30.  

Review of the literature showed that mammography is 
not a perfect method to diagnose breast cancer and misses 
some cases, particularly in women who have dense 
breasts. Since the ultrasonography can differentiate 
between cysts and solid tumors, it is used commonly as a 
diagnostic method to distinguish benign from malignant 
lesions, therefore, decreases the number of indeterminate 
mammographically findings. Although some researchers 
believed that the addition of ultrasonography method will 
detect those cases that are missed by mammography, 
others believed that this will increase the false positive 
tumors and therefore increase the number of biopsies and 
unnecessary treatment. Ultrasonography is not 
recommended for screening of breast at average risk for 
breast cancer31. Clinical advices specify ultrasonography 
as a supplementary checkup for further clarification of 
ambiguous findings32. The guidelines on breast cancer 
screening specify that ultrasonography should be carried 
out in the presence of a discrete clinical mass even if 
negative on mammography31. A review of ultrasonography 
showed the increased biopsy rate in women at average 
risk, finding a mean positive predictive value of 15%, that 
is, the percentage of positively classified findings for which 
no carcinoma was subsequently found ranged from 72% to 
98%33. Berg (2008) showed an increase in diagnostic 
accuracy when using ultrasonography in addition to 
mammography (accuracy of 0.78 for mammography alone 
compared with 0.91 when mammography is combined with 
ultrasonography14. 

A study aimed at compare mammography and 
ultrasonography findings with those of pathology in patients 
with breast cancer reported that mammography is the 
preferred modality in screening breast cancer. Although the 
use of complementary modality such as ultrasonography, 
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especially in high-risk women is recommended34.  In this 
study the mammography results were positive and false 
negative in 98.7% and 1.3% of the cases, respectively. 
Also, the results of ultrasonography in 97.5% and 2.5% of 
the patients were positive and false negative, respectively. 
In 2008 a study was performed with this hypothesis that 
screening ultrasound may demonstrate small, node-
negative breast cancers not seen on mammography14. 
Overall the results of that study showed that, adding a 
single screening ultrasonography to mammography will 
yield an additional 1.1 to 7.2 cancers per 1000 high-risk 
case, but it will also substantially increase the number of 
false positives. In 2018 a study was performed to assess 
the validity of clinical diagnosis, mammography and breast 
ultrasonography for accurate detection of the disease. In 
conclusion, that study showed that clinical diagnosis, 
ultrasound and mammography can potentially predict 
breast cancer disease with considerable sensitivity and 
specificity35. Devolli-Disha et al., (2009) examined 546 
patients with breast symptoms, by mammography and 
ultrasonography. Their data indicate that sensitivity and 
specificity of ultrasonography was statistically significantly 
greater than mammography in patients with breast 
symptoms for the diagnosis of breast cancer11. However, 
the sensitivity and specificity of mammography and 
ultrasonography are varying across different literature 
(Table 1). 

Some studies recommend the use of combination 
methods for early detection of breast cancer. Kuhl et al., 
(2005) stated that mammography alone, and also 
mammography combined with breast ultrasound, seems 
insufficient for early detection of breast cancer in women 
who are at increased familial risk. If MRI is used for 
surveillance, detection of intraductal and invasive familial or 
hereditary cancer is achieved with a significantly higher 
sensitivity and at a more favorable stage44. Another study 
reported that after breast conservation therapy in women 
50 years or younger, the addition of MRI to annual 
mammography screening improves diagnosis of early-
stage10. Nothacker et al., (2009) in a  systematic review in 
order to estimate the risks and benefits of supplemental 
breast ultrasonography in women with negative 
mammographic screening with dense breast stated that 
supplemental ultrasound after negative mammography 
screening allowed detection of primarily invasive 
carcinomas in 0.32% of cases in breast density categories 
2-4 of the American College of Radiology49. They 
concluded that the reviewed studies showed limited 
documents that an additional ultrasound examination 
fallowing a negative mammographic screening be useful for 
the diagnosis of primarily invasive cancers in cases with 
dense breast tissue. Therefore, some of prospective 
validation examinations of supplemental breast ultrasound 
screening in women with dense breast tissue are needed. 
These examinations should state the positive predictive 
value, as well as the specificity, sensitivity and negative 
predictive value for breast ultrasound. 

 

CONCLUSION 
 

Mammography is the standard method to screening of 
breast cancer. Screening using mammography alone will 
miss some of malignancies, as documented by 

retrospective reviews of mammograms after a subsequent 
screening. In cases where breast tissue density is high in 
mammography, it is advisable to evaluate patients with 
other imaging modalities, such as ultrasound. 
Ultrasonography is a supplemental screening method for 
mammography that might be able to diagnosis cancer 
lesions that are not detectable in breast mammography 
screening. In patient with high risk for breast cancer, 
adjunct screening can improve the diagnostic yield of 
breast cancer 
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Figure 1: The role of imaging in cancer management (9) 
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Table 1. Comparative studies for sensitivity and specificity values of mammography and ultrasonography (95% CI) 
First author, year (ref.) Mammography Ultrasonography 

Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) 

Omidiji, 2017 (36) 86 56 89 22 

Berg, 2016 (37) 53 90 52 86 

Shen, 2015 (38) 57 100 94 100 

Tan, 2014 (39) 49 89 82 84 

Shao, 2013 (40) 73 63 80 60 

Lehman, 2012 (41) 61 94 96 89 

Devolli-Disha, 2009 (11) 52 74 73 89 

Uchida, 2008 (42) 84 99 75 97 

Lehman, 2007 (43) 33 75 17 63 

Kuhl, 2005 (44) 33 97 40 90 

Sim, 2004 (45) 54 85 83 64 

Hata, 2004 (46) 22 86 21 85 

Kriege, 2004 (47) 33 95 - - 

Houssami, 2003 (48) 76 88 82 88 

Total 55 86 74 79 
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